As regards the practices applied for the prevention of corruption, in the context of the taking of preventive or deterrent measures ("Preventive measures"), the Hellenic Police, by virtue of legislative regulations, has materialized the following:

➢ All the personnel of the Hellenic Police are obliged to file annual financial declaration statements regarding their assets (Income/property).

➢ The setting up and the operation of the Internal Affairs Service (Internal Control), which is engaged in the specialized investigation of corruption cases involving police officers, employees/officials of the Wider Public Sector or employees/functionaries of the European Union or International Organizations active on the Hellenic territory (Law 2713/1999 // article 1 as replaced by Law 3103/2003 and Law 3938/2011 // article 5).

➢ The action and cooperation coordination with the other Authorities (the Public Administration General Inspector, the Authority engaged in the Fight against and the Legalization of Proceeds deriving from Criminal Activities, the Court of Appeal Public Prosecutor, etc.).